Fresh Ideas for Your Group

Bike to Boat to BBQ

Outdoor Rock Climbing

Food Tours

Beer and Bike Tours

Ride a standard or electric bike
on a beautiful ride to a reservoir on
outskirts of Boulder with Beyond
Boulder Bike Adventures. There your
team can hop onto paddleboards for
friendly SUP races, or choose a party
barge ride around the lake. Enjoy a
delicious picnic lunch BBQ from
a local eco-friendly catering company.
The bike ride is approximately 8 miles
each way on mostly flat terrain. Ride
back to the start or upgrade to a oneway tour with shuttle back to start.

The experienced guides at
Colorado Wilderness Rides and
Guides can lead your group on
Colorado’s most classic routes and
climbs in the Boulder area, ensuring
a safe, enjoyable and challenging
experience, which is perfect for
first-timers or veterans. For
beginners, explore Boulder Canyon,
with its varied climbing terrain and
surfaces. You’ll group will be
amazed at what they can do with
some instruction and expert
guidance.

Local Table Tours’ downtown
Boulder tour features some of the
town’s most popular restaurants and
foodie hot spots on and around
Pearl Street. Let a local food-loving
guide bring you to a handful of
Boulder’s best, independently
owned establishments for chef’s
choice food paired with bartender’s
choice libations. Plan for your
attendees to come ready to eat
with a true “dining” experience at
each stop — not just a nibble.

Beyond Boulder Bike Adventures
offers a Boulder Brews Cruise that
includes stops at three local
breweries. This is a cool and calm
adventure for the beer lover who
wants to see Boulder the way the
locals do, from the seat of a bike.
Boulder is home to a couple of
dozen craft breweries and has a
ton of great cycle paths and areas
to explore.

Available: Spring, Summer, Fall

Available: Spring, Summer, Fall
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Cooking Classes

Group Skiing

Hot Air Balloon Flight

Food Lab’s hands-on cooking
classes, wine-pairing lessons and
Iron Chef-style classes are perfect
as team-building events and can be
customized for your group. These
fun, educational and recreational
instructional sessions take place in a
stunning and modern demonstration
kitchen, right in the heart of
downtown Boulder. Your team will
have a blast trying their hand at
new recipes with the help of
dynamic and expert gourmet
guides.

Sensational snow, so close to the
city! Boulder’s backyard ski resort is
Eldora, located just 21 miles west.
This is the perfect spot for group
alpine skiing, with zero-intimidation
factor, short lift lines, terrain for all
levels and a fun, locals-only vibe.
Also check out the Nordic Center,
with over 40 kilometers of terrain
for cross-country skiing or
snowshoeing. Catered events also
available.

Gaze out at the Boulder Flatirons
and the majestic
Rocky Mountain as you serenely
float over the spectacular Boulder
Valley on a Fair Winds Hot Air
Balloon Flight. Daily flights with all
the extras are available for your
group. And while about 10 guests
can fit in each basket (they’re
surprisingly huge!), larger groups
can be accommodated with
multiple balloons.

Available: Winter

Available: Spring, Summer, Fall

Group Hiking
with a Naturalist
Boulder is surrounded by thousands of
acres of stunning open space, and City
of Boulder Open Space and Mountain
Parks can take your group on a
guided, naturalist-led hike through the
wild splendor, giving your group
fascinating insights about the
environment’s plants, animals, geology
and more along the way.

Available: Year-round

Available: Year-round
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Scavenger Hunts
Colorado Wilderness Rides and
Guides offers unique outdoor
scavenger and geo-tracking
adventures in Boulder’s spectacular
foot-of-the-Rockies setting. The
Geo-Hunt Boulder GPS Chautauqua
Park Challenge has attendees use
their smartphone GPS to guide them
to items hidden outdoors, while the
Pearl Street Scavenger Hunt lets
participants solve riddles and
navigate a course designed to
discover unique and historic
Colorado.
Available: Spring, Summer, Fall

Be a Winemaker
for an Afternoon
At Boulder's Bookcliff Vineyards, your
group can practice the art of
winemaking. First, attendees will learn
from the winemaker about creating a
red blend from different varietal
wines, then they will create their own
blends to take home in a bottle
adorned with a label of their own
design.
It starts by tasting three red varietals
and then, graduated cylinder in hand,
and with guidance from the
winemaker, guests create the best red
blends they have ever had. Light
appetizers are served.

Available: Year-round

Self-Guided Art Walk
Boulder was named the 5th most
vibrant arts community in the U.S.,
and art is everywhere you look. Our
self-guided public art walking tour
lets your group stroll around
downtown in a pleasant loop that
takes about an hour. There are
plenty of places to stop for a coffee
or snack. On the way, you’ll see
iconic Boulder sculptures, large-scale
murals, fascinating Persian
architecture and lots more. Just ask
and we’ll provide you with the map
and detailed information for this
free activity.
Available: Year-round

Boulder Sunset Mountain
Tour
This 1.5-hour tour by Colorado
Wilderness Rides sand
Guides combines the history of
Boulder with an action-packed tour
designed to stimulate the senses.
Depart from downtown and travel
up Flagstaff Road and down to
Gross Reservoir. Along the way,
watch the sunset over the
Continental Divide, see the lights of
Boulder and learn about natural
and local history. Each day will
cover different topics (and each
day's participants will get to help
chose the subject matter).
The activity level is easy.

Available: Year-round
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